


How many sense organs do we 
have?

  We  see with our

  We smell with our              
We taste with our

  We hear with our                 
We feel with our



• Look at the 
pictures .

• Can you 
think of 
some thing 
which is 
common to 
all the 
animals?





Power of smell

• Look at this dog .What is he doing?

Dogs mark out 
their own area 
.They can find out 
if another dog has 
come in to their 
area by the smell 
of its urine or potty.



Sniffer dogs are 
used to locate 
bombs and drugs 
etc hidden in 
luggages and public 
places.

Sniffer dogs 
sniff and trace 
a thief from his 
smell.



During 
earthquake 
they sniff 
and find 
out the 
trapped 
people.



Ants 
recognise 
the food 
from far by 
smelling.

They recognise 
their friends from 
the smell.



Ants leave smell on 
the ground as they 
move. The other 
ants follow the smell 
and find the way.

A silk worm find a 
female worm from 
many Kilometers 
away from smell.



Mosquitoes 
can find us 
by the smell 
of our body, 
sole of our 
feet and the 
heat of our 
body.



Test your knowledge.

• Which animal do we use for its super 
sense of smell?

• For what purpose do we use them?

• Which animal gather around food quickly 
with the help of their sense of smell?

• Which animal finds us from the smell of 
our body?



Guess – WHICH 
ANIMALS HAVE SUPER 
SENSE OF SIGHT?



Kites ,eagles 
and vultures 
can see four 
times as far 
as we can.



Animals 
with big 
ears help 
them to 
hear 
better.



Can a snake hear?

A snake can not hear but it
 can feel the vibration in 

the ground and in air .This
helps them to know

about its surrounding. 



Can feel the vibration in air with 
whiskers which help then to 

Move in the dark and
Find its prey..

 Can see six times better 
at night than most humans.

Can make different sounds
For different purpose.

Can distinguish the rustling
 sound of leaves from 

the foot steps of 
other animals.



Langur warns other animals of dangers like 
a tiger or leopard by making a special 
warning call.



Dolphins send 
messages to 
other dolphins.




